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and EEG. Each technique provides unique insights into the processing framework of the early 48 visual system. Here, we focus on the nature of the information that is carried by steady state 49 visual evoked potentials (SSVEPs). To study the information provided by SSVEPs, we presented 50 human participants with a population of natural scenes and measured the relative SSVEP 51 response. Rather than focus on particular features of this signal, we focused on the full state- 52 space of possible responses and investigated how the evoked responses are mapped onto this 53 space. Our results show that it is possible to map the relatively high-dimensional signal carried 54 by SSVEPs onto a 2-dimensional space with little loss. We also show that a simple biologically 55 plausible model can account for a high proportion of the explainable variance (~73%) in that 56 space. Finally, we describe a technique for measuring the mutual information that is available 57 about images from SSVEPs. The techniques introduced here represent a new approach to 58 understanding the nature of the information carried by SSVEPs. Crucially, this approach is oscillating stimulus at a given frequency, the resulting electrical potentials entrain to the carrier 106 frequency and remain stable in amplitude and phase [27] [28] . We focus on SSVEPs because 107 they allow us to collect neural response data with a signal to noise ratio (SNR) that is high 108 enough to permit the recording of a relatively large number of images using relatively few 109 stimulus repetitions. 110 The current study focuses on SSVEP responses to a broad population of natural scenes.
111
A wide variety of studies have noted the importance of using ecologically relevant stimuli when 112 probing sensory systems. The use of such stimuli allows us to observe the natural modes of 113 activity of the visual system across the responses of different neural ensembles. In this study, 114 we used a population of natural scenes as stimuli and determined the variety of brain 115 responses that are produced by individual scenes as well as by repetitions of the same scene. 116 Through the use of such stimuli, we will show that it is possible to use a relatively simple model 117 of the early visual system to capture a high proportion of the explainable variance. By 118 understanding how much of the neural response is driven by low level stimulus features, such 119 models can allow one to deduce the amount of residual response variance that might be 120 attributed to higher level factors. 121 The goal of the current study is to map and model the relative population responses 122 that are generated by a set of natural scenes. Rather than focus on particular features of the 123 neural response profile, we utilize a state-space approach. As we will show, one of the 124 advantages of the SSVEP paradigm is that the output is low-dimensional, which allows us to 125 consider a relatively simple state-space framework for understanding how images are 126 organized by the early visual system. The state-space framework is a geometrical approach that 127 considers the set of responses that a system produces in relation to the space of all possible 128 responses. This geometric distribution of responses can then be understood in accordance with 129 the distribution of images that have been projected to different encoding spaces (such as those 130 defined by visual filter outputs). This general approach has been used in theories of sparse 131 
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5 coding [29] and the non-linear behavior of visual neurons [30] [31] . By focusing on the full state-132 space geometry of the responses produced by an evoked potential (rather than simple features 133 of the response), our experiments will show that it is possible to provide both a rational model 134 of the signal as well as to provide an estimate of the information carried by that signal. 135 We addressed the above across three experiments. In Experiment 1, we presented 136 participants with a large set of natural scene images to measure the corresponding SSVEP-137 defined neural state-space. We assessed the reliability of that space by repeating images both 
Participants

165
A total of 20 participants were recruited for this experiment. Of those, 3 failed to complete 166 both recording sessions and 4 failed to produce signal to noise ratios (SNRs) at any electrode 167 that exceeded chance SNR (measured on a participant-by-participant basis, described later). 168 The age of the remaining 13 participants (4 female, 10 right-handed) ranged from 18-31 169 (median age = 20). All participants had normal (or corrected to normal) vision as determined by 170 standard ETCRS acuity charts, gave Institutional Review Board-approved written informed 171 consent before participating, and were compensated for their time. were largely sampled from several existing databases [20, [32] [33] , with several hundred 178 sampled from Google Images (copyright-free). Selection criteria included 1) images that were 179 in focus at all depths, 2) had a minimum pixel dimensions between 512 and 1024, and 3) were 180 largely devoid of people or faces. All images were then cropped to 512 x 512 pixels and 181 converted to grayscale using the standard weighted sum conversion in Matlab.
182
Stimuli were selected by randomly sampling 150 images from the image database. All 183 stimuli subtended 18.5° of visual angle, and were made to possess the same root mean square 184 (RMS) contrast (0.2) and mean pixel value (127) as described in Appendix 1. All images were fit 185 with a circular linear edge-ramped window (512-pixel diameter, ramped to the pixel mean) to 186 obscure the square frame of the images, thereby ensuring contrast changes at the boundaries 187 of the image were not biased to any particular orientation [20, 34] . 
216
To remove onset transients from the analysis, the first 1000 ms of the stimulus interval 217 was removed. Thus, all continuous EEGs were segmented into 5000 ms waveforms 218 corresponding to the last 5000 ms of the stimulus interval. Segments that contained eye-219 movements, eye-blinks, or transients greater than ± 250 µV (fewer than 7% of the trials on 220 average) were flagged but were found to have no impact on the stimulus fundamental 221 frequency (or its harmonics) and were therefore included in all subsequent analyses. that analysis revealed that all four frequencies contribute to each PC dimension (Figure 2b-d) . 293 To assess the reliability of the first three PC dimensions, PCA was conducted on the SSVEP 294 matrices for each repetition (on a participant-by-participant basis). Next, each PC's eigenvector 295 was correlated with its corresponding eigenvector across each repetition. We found that only Figure 2f) . In order to express phase angle linearly, we used circular averaging [35] . As a The results of Experiment 1 show that the SSVEP signal can be described in a low-dimensional 329 space whose dimensions systematically code for visual features known to be extracted in early 330 visual processing. However, in order to measure that space with reasonable stability, each The stimuli were randomly assigned to one of two recording sessions and were randomly were given the opportunity to rest every 50 trials.
365
The EEG recording details, data processing pipeline, and electrode selection routine 18.5 degrees centered on the fovea. Second, we are not attempting to calculate the true 417 entropy of natural images (which would be much too difficult -i.e., see [37] ). Rather, we are 2 We tested grid sizes between 2x2 to 500x500, and found stable results for grid sizes larger than 50x50. The analyses reported thus far point to spatial frequency being an important organizing factor 486 along PC1 (e.g. Figure 4) , as well as a modulator of mutual information between the stimulus 487 and response (e.g. Figure 8D ). This suggests that the mapping between image state-space and 488 SSVEP response space may rely on a Fourier-power based encoding scheme, a well-justified 489 model of the early visual system (V1 in particular) [38] . Here, we test this empirically by To provide an analysis more suitable to the PC-defined SSVEP state-space, the log filter- The above analyses were repeated for Experiment 2, first using the participant averaged 545 data (Figure 10a-b) Figure 10c , which, as expected, shows 551 lower overall variance explained (only one trial per image) 3 . 552 553 3 We tested the explanatory power of the filter-power encoding model relative to other image encoding models based on well-established image statistics (e.g., amplitude spectrum slope, structural complexity, orientation bias, whitened skewness, whitened kurtosis, and the slope of the phase-only second spectrum). To cut down on the number of predictors associated with the filter-power model, all responses were averaged over orientation (i.e, 9 predictors in total for each image). Multiple regression was run on each of the PC coefficients from Experiment 1 with the outputs of the reduced filter-power model and the the six image statistic models used as predictors). The high spatial frequencies (>= 4 cpd) of the filter-power model explained more unique variance for each of the PC coefficients (25% and 17% represpectively) than any of the image statistics encoder models (highest predicted unique variance across all six image encoder models = PC1: 8%; PC2: 3%). In sum, we have described a state-space approach for characterizing the SSVEP response 755 to natural scenes. We have found that the signal is low dimensional but that the signal contains Figure S1 . Experiment 1. Stimuli binned along PC 2 (x-axis of the image array). To facilitate a visual presentation, the images were sorted according to the participant-averaged PC 2 coefficients and binned into 5 sets with 30 images per bin (thus there is no inherent meaning to the y-axis of the image array). Figure S2 . Experiment 2. Stimuli binned along PC 2. To facilitate a visual presentation, the images were sorted according to the participant-averaged PC 2 coefficients (low to high) and binned into 7 sets with 100 images per bin (as with Figure S1 , row membership is arbitrary).
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